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1. Introduction

Mitchell Marcus (1980) has proposed the Determinism Hypothesis which makes explicit the idea that Natural Language interpretation need not depend in any fundamental way on the use of pseudo-parallelism or backtracking.

The consequences of this hypothesis are being explored here through the development of parsing techniques which integrate Marcus' work with current work in parallel distributed adaptive networks. The basic approach of "Wait-and-Scc" parsing (WASP) is being faithfully pursued. This approach has provided convincing evidence that Natural Language interpretation for all but some varieties of "garden-path" sentences can be deterministically performed with a stack, a buffer for sentence constituents, and partitioned packets of rules. Specifically in our work, the collection of rule packets has been replaced with a single neural network and trained with an appropriate training set. Training sets derive either from examples of existing WASP grammars or from traces of sentence processing.

Recently, language processing formalisms based on neural networks have been proposed by several researchers (e.g., Cottrell (1985a, 1985b), Selman & Hirst (1985), Waltz & Pollack (1985)). Fanty (1985) implements the Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm for parsing context-free languages as a connectionist network in which an arbitrary (15 word) limit is imposed on the lengths of input sentences. All of these attempts share many of the same advantages and disadvantages, but none of the models allow sentence "streams" to be processed iteratively, nor do they offer an explanation of "garden path"
phenomena. We have considered the adaptability of several well-known conventional natural language processors to implementation as neural networks. Deterministic parsing showed the most promise since it offers insight into garden path sentences and does not require backtracking nor pseudo-parallelism to work. Furthermore, it is consistent with standard neural network learning techniques.

Our engineering goal in this work is to demonstrate that an appropriately designed neural network can capture the same generalities as the WASP rule packets. This goal has been achieved for a small grammar and is being evaluated for larger grammars.\(^2\)

Another goal is one of economy. Can the effort of designing WASP grammars be minimized? In our system, the "grammar" (i.e., network) is derived automatically from the training sequences, typical problems of rule coordination and debugging of rule packets will not occur. Since the rules themselves serve little useful purpose, in many cases, beyond their function in the system, there seems to be no real advantage in having laboriously-constructed rule packets.

Using the network, experiments can be performed easily with various grammar learning strategies. We are examining both deductive and inductive learning strategies. Two types of training are being pursued: "deductive" training in which the training sequence is derived from the rules of a WASP grammar and "inductive" training in which the training sequence is derived from the states of sentence processing.

We hope to exploit the robustness properties of neural networks in order to show the value of this approach in developing robust grammars for "ill-formed" inputs (e.g., terse messages, elliptical inputs). Networks support soft-constraint satisfaction which make them well-suited for this type of task. Traditionally, this goal has been pursued through the addition to a conventional parser of mechanisms such as relaxation techniques and meta-rules which are specifically designed to deal with those problems.

2. The WASP Advantage

WASP systems process input sentences primarily left-to-right and deterministically. The absence of backtracking is an important advantage in developing a neural network-based parser, particularly since training occurs with sample inputs and their individual processing steps.

\(^2\) In related work on rule-based expert systems, Gallant (1988) found that it was easy and advantageous to re-designing such systems around neural networks.
A single processing step consists of selecting a rule that can fire from the appropriate rule set. The rule set is determined by the current (top-level) node of the structure being built and conflicts are resolved from the static ordering of rules within the rule set. Once selected, the rule is fired and its action is performed. The action effects changes on the stack and buffer. After a series of processing steps, a termination rule will fire terminating the processing and leaving the parse structure on the top of the stack.\footnote{This is an over-simplified view of the processing involved, but accurately reflects Winston’s discussion. A more accurate view, including a discussion of attention-shifting (AS) rules, rule priorities, etc., can be obtained from Marcus’ thesis.}

The work of Mitch Marcus has provided the groundwork for a large covering grammar of English in the style of PARSIFAL rules. The rules provide an “existence proof” that proper processing mechanisms exist when training a network to perform tasks identical to those reflected in the rules. Unlike Marcus, however, the network approach to deterministic parsing does not require that large numbers of rules be tediously constructed for the successful performance of the system. One complaint often made against neural networks is that the resultant network of weights and connections do not produce revealing insights into various phenomena under study. One could argue that a system of often obscure rules, understood by perhaps only the creator himself, can be critiqued similarly. Thus, even with rules, the situation may not be transparent if the rules or the interaction of the rules is complicated.

Several researchers have found rule-based, WASP systems valuable in exploring various aspects of language processing. PARAGRAM (Charniak, 1982) considers all rules in parallel and “scores” each test performed on the left-hand side of a rule according to predefined weights. The rule with the best score is fired. Thus, some rule always fires and parsing never fails due to a collapse in the rules. This is providing a context in which to explore ill-formedness, among other phenomena. The essence of this part of PARAGRAM is subsumed within our PDP framework.

Other work on wait-and-see parsing that relates to this research includes Fidditch (Hindle, 1983) which extends Marcus’ parser to non-fluencies by providing for multiple stack entries (i.e., multiple sentence fragments) as a legitimate parse, and LPARSIFAL (Berwick, 1982) which attempts to posit PARSIFAL rules from examples. This latter work may eventually also be substantially subsumed in our system.

In fairness, not everyone agrees with the primary arguments in favor of the Determinism Hypothesis. Briscoe (1983) provides examples which argue that Marcus has not accurately distinguished garden-path sentences from others. In a companion paper,
Ritchie (1983) takes issue with some of the implementation details of PARSIFAL, and with what he perceives as an over-commitment to determinism. This, Ritchie concludes, severely inhibits the grammar-writer in that no non-deterministic behavior (e.g., handling multiple word senses) is possible.

Being fully aware of the potential limitations involved, we argue that WASP systems have proven themselves as viable research tools and objects of study. This work attempts to further generalize along the lines of this tradition.

3. The PDP Advantage

Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP), connectionist networks, or neural networks offer many significant and important advantages in building intelligent systems which could easily be exploited in language processing. These advantages can be maintained in a properly-constructed PDP language processing system.

The soft-constraint satisfaction property offered by PDP is well known. Networks degrade gracefully when presented with input cases that are similar to, but not precisely like the training cases. Visual models based on neural networks have the ability to reconstruct an entire image from an incomplete image in completion tasks (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986). It seems clear from these experiments that neural nets are capable of exploiting those features of a situation which make it unique from other situations. The knowledge required in such tasks is not attached to a single unit in the network, but distributed across many units, perhaps the entire network. Graceful degradation occurs as a natural by-product of such a network model.

Our research is leading toward an examination of robust language processing using a deterministic PDP language system such as the one described here. In some sense, robustness is the most important reason for considering this approach. Attempts to process ill-formed inputs using conventional (symbolic) means, though successful in limited ways, have generally resulted in somewhat ad hoc methodologies that are tedious to use and have their own "sharp edges" in performance. In the small grammars we have examined at this point in the research we are just beginning to derive results on this problem and hesitate to report anything or make any sort of claims until those results have been fully studied.

\footnote{See, for example, Kwasny & Sondheimer, (1981); Weischedel & Sondheimer, (1983); Granger, (1983); Weischedel & Ramshaw, (1987).}
Language processors that need to interface closely with semantic, pragmatic, and other processing components can potentially do so in more natural ways through properly interconnected specialized networks, assuming such components are themselves neural networks. Work has progressed in developing such components faster than language models have been developed that use such components and thus the increased importance of such language processing components.

The PDP approach attempts to simulate aspects of the behavior of neurons or clusters of neurons as nodes and their interactions with other neurons or clusters in a relatively large inter-connected network of units. Several characteristics of this view are attractive in attempting to resolve some of the issues mentioned above.

4. Example

A simple grammar has been implemented to test the basic mechanisms of grammar specification and learnability. In this simple example, no attempt was made to examine its ability to work on ill-formed input, nor with a semantic component. This is consistent with the approach in WASP. Input elements were coded according to features important to the grammar.

The grammar used in this experiment is taken from the simple, pedagogical example in Winston (1984). The rules are organized according to the current (top-most) node of the structure being built. Figure 1 shows the grammar in rule form. Simple tests are performed on the stack and buffer of the current state of processing to determine which rule to fire. In the original system by Marcus, each rule has a priority rating which is used to determine the order in which to attempt the rules and noun phrases are processed by "attention shifting rules." These complexities are not reflected in this example.

Figure 2 shows the same grammar rules coded as training data for a PDP run. An attempt has been made to keep the coding scheme in line with the rule version, but at the expense of a very sparsely coded network and one that consequently takes more training cycles. In later versions, we expect coding to be more dense and the correspondence between symbols in the original grammar and input units to be less direct.

The rule partitioning of the PARSIFAL rules is realized directly in the coding of the PDP data and therefore no partitioning is required. Attachments to nodes on the stack are also part of the coding. Note that finite limitations exist for the length of the buffer (as in PARSIFAL), the number of items that can be stacked, and the number of attachments that each item can have.
Rule S1  If  first item is a noun-phrase node  
then  attach the first item

Rule S2  If  first item is a verb-phrase node  
then  attach the first item

Rule S3  If  first item is a verb  
    current node has a noun phrase attached  
then  create a verb-phrase node

Rule S4  If  the buffer is empty  
then  stop, reporting a successful parse

Rule VP1  If  first item is an auxiliary verb  
    the second item is a verb  
then  attach the first item

Rule VP2  If  first item is a verb  
then  attach the first item

Rule VP3  If  first item is a noun-phrase node  
then  attach the first item

Rule VP4  If  first item is a preposition  
    the second item is a noun-phrase node  
    current node has a verb and a noun phrase attached  
then  create a prepositional-phrase node

Rule VP5  If  first item is a prepositional-phrase node  
then  attach the first item

Rule VP6  If  the buffer is empty  
then  drop the current node into the buffer

Rule PP1  If  first item is a preposition  
then  attach the first item

Rule PP2  If  first item is a noun phrase  
then  attach the first item

Rule PP3  If  the buffer is empty  
then  drop the current node into the buffer

Figure 1: Three Packets of Grammar Rules. WASP rules taken from introductory text by Winston (1984). Rules are organized into rule packets. In this simplified presentation, conflicts are resolved through static ordering.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 2: WASP Rules for PDP system. Thirteen rules shown as data to the PDP network. Plusses (+) indicate the presence of a feature while minus (-) indicates its absence. Question marks (?) indicate a “don’t care” item which during training gets converted randomly into either a plus or a minus.
The finite nature of the stack, in theory, limits the processing capabilities of the system. It could be argued, however, that placing limitations on the depth of recursion of language structures (i.e., the stack) is preferred to limitations on sentence length as in other PDP models mentioned earlier.

Actions are coded as output to be learned by the network. In this example, possible actions are Attach (first item), Create VP, Create PP, Drop, and Stop. More actions are added by simply introducing more output level elements in the network. For example, to permit the creation of additional nodes, new create actions must be added which create those specific nodes.

In these experiments, the three packets of rules for S, VP, and PP as presented in Winston were coded for a 3-level PDP network containing 44 input elements, 15 hidden-level elements, and 5 output elements. Using backward propagation (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1987), the network converged after 200,000 training presentations to give perfect performance for the 13 grammar rules coded.

5. Open Problems

Several open problems exist which need to be resolved before satisfactory Natural Language Processing is possible with Neural Networks. The most important of these is relates to the issue of overcoming the "finiteness" constraint on inputs. Methods need to be developed which permit unbounded streams of input to be processed by a neural network. Our approach is to apply the network iteratively in a manner identical to the rules in WASP. The iteration is managed external to the network itself and this makes our solution far from completely satisfying.

Furthermore, the action portion of the rule is left unchanged from WASP, that is, it too is external to the network. Ideally, we would like for the actions (which change the "state" of the parser) to be incorporated into what is learned in the network. This form of coding the rules has disadvantages and some of these are under investigation. Each parsing state determines what rule should fire and once fired a rule produces an action which is then effected on that state to yield a new state. Requiring an action as output introduces a point of fragility just as symbolic systems lack robustness due to the fragility of their individual symbols.  

5 The term "state" is used here loosely to mean a configuration or situation that occurs on each iteration of the parser. The state determines which rule(s) can fire and thus incorporates all that is necessary to uniquely determine that.

6 See Derthick & Plaut (1986) for a good discussion of issues surrounding the physical symbol system hypothesis. Paul Smolensky (1987) further discusses related issues of sub-cognition. Issues pertaining to sub-symbolic representations of language are also discussed at great length in...
Finally, no satisfying method of representation yet exists for unbounded structures which correspond to the result of language processing. Perhaps this is a none-problem in that, once fully investigated, language processing may turn out to be best view in its relation to more behaviorally-defined outputs. However, it is easy to show that what is commonly viewed as syntax is undoubtedly a necessary component of language processing and, therefore, should be investigated. We resolve this issue at present by requiring a large, but bounded memory for such structures according to our perception of what performance limits seem to be present in human language perception.

6. Future Work

This work is being pursued on several fronts. Larger grammars, from appendices C and D of Marcus, are being coded and additional testing is planned. Variations in the coding scheme are being evaluated.

Of course, networks of moderate to large size are required, depending on the complexity of the examples. In experimentation conducted already, a very simple grammar having 13 rules in the WASP version requires 44 input units, 15 hidden units, and 5 output units using a backward propagation learning strategy. This small network, thus, has 735 connections to be managed and from experience we know that training is slow, taking around 200,000 iterations to full convergence.

Work has begun on training a network for the grammar from appendix C of Marcus which has 25 rules and significant additional complexity. Although coding is not yet complete, the network being constructed has increased the number of input units to 66 and output units to 10. We expect to conduct trials with a hidden layer containing around 50 units, so the total number of connections should be about 3800. A later experiment with a still larger grammar is planned. The grammar in appendix D of Marcus contains 142 rules and uses 105 uniquely defined symbols. We speculate that a network capable of learning those rules should require on the order of 10,000 units and hundreds of thousands of connections.

In the experiments presented here, training was performed from the rules that were known to work for Marcus and testing was performed on actual sentences. The rules tend to have many "don't care" indicators, signified by the question mark in the appropriate feature slots of Figure 2. Sentences have few if any question marks since they represent an actual set of states in processing with actual words and structures. Two

types of training are being pursued: "deductive" training from a grammar; and "inductive" training from sentence examples. This latter training data may simply be derived from traces of processing in a conventional WASP system. Such training is expected to yield results to be compared with those of Berwick.

7. Summary

We have argued that implementation of wait-and-see parsing within a PDP network can provide a WASP system with enormous advantages, both practical and theoretic. To demonstrate feasibility, we have described a prototype effort at constructing such a system.

Although only preliminary studies have been conducted, the evidence is strongly in favor of continuing this approach toward achieving a robust natural language parser.
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